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HITL Autopilot Simulated Flight with Hard Boundary: Time to Impact, Constant Velocity
Time of Flight (sec)





















HITL Autopilot Simulated Flight with Hard Boundary: Distance and Velocity to Boundary versus Time, Constant Velocity
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HITL Autopilot Simulated Flight with Hard Boundary: Distance and Velocity to Boundary versus Time, Changing Velocity

















































HITL Autopilot Simulated Flight with Hard Boundary




Aircraft Position Inside of Hard Boundary
Aircraft Position Outside of Hard Boundary











Distance East of Datum (m)











































Distance East of Datum (m)
HITL Autopilot Simulated Flight of Two UAVs

















Flight Path of Aircraft 1
Flight Path of Aircraft 2
Shortest Distance Between Aircraft (500m+)
Shortest Distance Between Aircraft (200m<d<500M)
Shortest Distance Between Aircraft (<200m)
























HITL Autopilot Simulated Flight of Two UAVs
 
 
Position of Aircraft 1
Position of Aircraft 2
Shortest Distance Between Aircraft (500m+)
Shortest Distance Between Aircraft (200m<d<500M)














































































































Flight Test with Simulated Hard Boundary




Aircraft Position Inside of Hard Boundary
Aircraft Position Outside of Hard Boundary






















Flight Test with SRB Prescribed Hard Boundary




Aircraft Position Inside of Hard Boundary
Aircraft Position Outside of Hard Boundary
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Aircraft Position Above Minimum Altitude
Aircraft Position Below Minimum Altitude





